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ABSTRACT

Here write a brief description on what have you done and what steps you have taken
Here you will present the short introduction to C phantom and what are your conclusions on.
Here you will list all the organs that are present in your case and list them as organs at risk (OAR), PTV, CTV, etc.) eg. prostate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bladder</td>
<td>OAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>OAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Delete all surplus of table rows or add more if necessary.
COMPARISON FOR PHOTON AND PROTON THERAPY FOR *HERE*  (TYPE THE ORGAN)

PHOTON THERAPY
Here write a short summary of the picture bellow

PROTON THERAPY
Here write a short summary of the picture bellow

Insert the CT picture for photon therapy of the given organ

Insert the CT picture for proton therapy of the given organ
COMPARISON FOR PHOTON AND PROTON THERAPY FOR *HERE* (TYPE THE ORGAN)

PHOTON THERAPY

Here write a short summary of the DVH bellow

Insert the DVH for photon therapy of the given organ

PROTON THERAPY

Here write a short summary of the picture bellow

Insert the DVH for proton therapy of the given organ
COMPARISON FOR PROTON AND CARBON ION THERAPY FOR *HERE*  (TYPE THE ORGAN)

PROTON THERAPY

Here write a short summary of the picture bellow

Insert the CT picture for proton therapy of the given organ

CARBON ION THERAPY

Here write a short summary of the picture bellow

Insert the CT picture for carbon ion therapy of the given organ
COMPARISON FOR PROTON AND CARBON ION THERAPY FOR *HERE* *(TYPE THE ORGAN)*

**PROTON THERAPY**

Here write a short summary of the DVH bellow

Insert the DVH for proton therapy of the given organ

**CARBON ION THERAPY**

Here write a short summary of the picture bellow

Insert the DVH for carbon ion therapy of the given organ
Write a conclusion for the given organ on comparing photon therapy with proton therapy and then for the comparison of proton and carbon ion therapy.

If needed add more slides.
Thank you for your attention